Personal protection gear is mandatory inside the works area for ALL people. You and visitors included.
• HiVis vests are mandatory for ALL people while on-site, either in works area or not.

Mandatory H&S gear for works area:
• Hi Vis vest.
• Safety boots or shoes.
• Helmet.
• Safety Glasses or Googles.
• Work gloves.

Additionally,
• Ear covers or earbuds when close to noisy areas.
• Electric insulation Gloves when works near life wires.
• Electric insulating footwear when near life equipment.
• Back & waist protection band when lifting weights.
• Safety Knee pads when working involves kneeing.

WEARING THE H&S GEAR IS MANDATORY FOR EVERYONE. IMMEDIATE FIRE ANYONE FAILING TO DO SO.
• DAILY SAFETY BRIEFING BEFORE WORK START IS MANDATORY FOR ALL PERSONNEL.

• SAFETY BRIEFING IS MANDATORY FOR ALL VISITORS PRIOR ENTERING THE SITE AND THE WORKS AREAS.

• THE DAILY SAFETY BRIEFING MUST INCLUDE UPDATE OF ALL WORKS BEING CARRIED ON THAT DAY IN EVERY AREA AND THE STATUS OF ANY HAZARDOUS ENVIRONMENT IN ANY AREA OF THE SITE.

• ALL PEOPLE MUST SIGN THE ENTRY AND EXIT FROM THE SITE.

• ALL PEOPLE MUST SIGN THE H&S LOG AFTER THE BRIEFING AND BEFORE ENTERING THE SITE AND THE WORKS AREA.

• ALL MACHINERY MUST BE CHECKED FOR FULL SAFETY OPERATION EVERY DAY BEFORE BEING USED.

• INCOMPLIANCE WITH H&S RULES MEANS EXPULSION.